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PROLOGUE – CHAPTER 7: Stargirl Cometh

KEY PASSAGE  |  Chapter 2, paragraphs 38–42

Speaking on behalf of the larger student body (or so he thinks) Leo Borlock 
describes the struggle to define Stargirl Caraway using pre-existing labels. It’s 
clear that she’s “weird” and “strange” and “goofy,” but her particular brand of 
weirdness or strangeness is hard to encapsulate beyond the obvious “HUH?” of it 
all. Mica Area High School nemesis Hillari Kimble leads the brigade against Stargirl, 
calling her a “fake” and spreading rumors upon rumors about her true origins. Is 
Stargirl a “plant” by the administration to boost the school’s lagging spirits? An 
aspiring actress? An alien? Leo’s thoughts are consumed by Stargirl as he lies in 
bed and stares at the moon through his window. One night, he comes to realize 
that Hillari Kimble and others have Stargirl all wrong—she’s as real as they come. 

YOUR STUDYSYNC® TV
 

Discussion Prompt: Of all the ways the author could have introduced the reader to Leo, 
why does he begin with the story of the porcupine necktie? What effect does this beginning 
have on your understanding of Leo as a character? Talk in groups or as a class about your 
first impressions of Leo Borlock, citing specific details from the text.

VOCABULARY
 

marooned
ma•rooned adjective
Trapped or abandoned in an isolated location
Robinson Crusoe is the story of a man who spent 
many years of his life marooned on a deserted 
island.
 
amok
a•mok adverb
In a manner out of control, dangerous,  
or destructive
With all of the bargain hunters running amok in 
the stores the day after Thanksgiving, it’s best to 
avoid the mall.
 
elusive
e•lu•sive noun
Difficult to find, pin down, or understand
She read the sentence several times but failed 
to grasp its elusive meaning.

recruited
re•cruit•ed verb
Enlisted or enrolled a person or people into  
an organization or cause
The company recruited its top engineers from  
Ivy League universities.

bafflement
baf•fle•ment noun
The condition of feeling completely confused  
or perplexed
The magician’s final trick left the entire audience 
in a state of bafflement.
The bandit lay awake with a queer feeling that 
his partner would betray him in the morning.
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CLOSE READ
 
1. In two or three sentences, explain how Leo came to own two porcupine neckties. 

Support your answer using information from the text. 

2. Explain what Kevin means when he says the following, about Stargirl: “I mean if she’s 
real, she’s in big trouble.” Support your answer with evidence from the text that is 
either directly stated or implied. 

3. Why does Leo have second thoughts about inviting Stargirl to appear on Hot Seat? 
Support your answer using information from the text.  

 
4. Describe Hillari Kimble and her boyfriend, Wayne Parr. What are they known for 

among their classmates? What does their status suggest about social life at Mica Area 
High School? 
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5. What is the Loyal Order of the Stone Bone? Cite evidence from the text in your 
answer. 
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CHAPTERS 8 – 14: Positively Charged Electrons

KEY PASSAGE  |  Chapter 9, paragraphs 5–11

In this chapter, narrator Leo Borlock reflects on the transformation sweeping across 
Mica Area High School—an awakening spurred by Stargirl and her contagious brand 
of individual expression. The transformation has not been accompanied by any 
headlines or public attention, but it’s nonetheless clear to Leo and others. Oddly 
enough, it has led to a renewed surge of school spirit, as chants for the Electrons, 
the school’s basketball team, now echo through the school.

When Leo shares all this news with Archie, his older and wiser friend is a little 
more measured. “The trouble with miracles,” Archie says, “[is] they don’t last long.”  
The passage ends with Leo jumping ahead in his narration, foreshadowing a moment 
in the near future when the foretold end will come and he will be caught right “in the 
middle of it.”

YOUR STUDYSYNC® TV
 
Discussion Prompt: Have you experienced any tension or pressure between individuality 
and conformity in your own school? In a group discussion, compare the dynamics of your 
school and its students to the student body at Mica Area High School. How do social 
pressures influence student and group behavior? How is your school different than the 
fictional high school featured in Stargirl? Explain, citing specific details.

VOCABULARY
 
oratorical
or•a•tor•i•cal adjective
Relating to the practice of public speaking
Without sufficient evidence, the lawyer’s 
oratorical skills were not going to be enough to 
clear her client.
 
suppress
sup•press verb
To restrain an emotion or action
The more Rodrigo tried to suppress a smile, the 
harder it became for him to keep a straight face.

oblivious
ob•liv•i•ous adjective
Lacking mindfulness; unaware
With her eyes closed, she was oblivious to the 
flashing lights around her.

spiel
spiel noun
A well-prepared speech or story
The insurance salesperson continued with 
his spiel even after we told him we weren’t 
interested.
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pantomime
pan•to•mime verb
To express information through actions and 
gestures
The actors had to pantomime eating dinner after 
the kitchen props went missing.

impish
imp•ish adjective
Playful and mischievous
The class clown had an impish smile on his face 
every time he cracked a joke.

CLOSE READ
 
1. What does Leo mean when he says Stargirl led “rebellion for rather than against” in 

Chapter 9? Support your answer with information that is directly stated, as well as 
ideas you have gathered from clues in the text.    

    
2. In two or three sentences, describe what happens to Stargirl at the Grisdale funeral. 

3.  Why do the home crowds at the basketball games start to boo Stargirl? Support your 
answer using evidence from the text. 

4. How did Stargirl get her name? What is her real name? Illustrate your answer using 
evidence from the text. 
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5. Why does Mr. Robineau destroy the unaired episode of Hot Seat featuring 
the interview with Stargirl? Support your answer using evidence from the text.
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CHAPTERS 15 – 20: Enchanted Places

KEY PASSAGE  |  Chapter 17, paragraphs 101–104

Out in the Sonoran desert at one of her “enchanted places,” Stargirl and Leo sit in 
silence, trying to develop a spiritual connection with their surroundings. Stargirl is 
entirely at peace, but despite Leo’s best efforts he can’t quite get there. Still, there 
is a small change that takes place inside of him—he has never experienced such 
silence or stillness before, he thinks. For a little while, it’s as if someone has “turned 
down [his] dial,” he says. He is one with Cinnamon and his surroundings. When he 
opens his eyes again, it is evening and the temperature is dropping. Leo and Stargirl 
hold hands and walk back, saying nothing.

YOUR STUDYSYNC® TV
 
Discussion Prompt: Imagine that you are a student at Mica High. If you were on the jury of 
Hot Seat, what question or questions would you ask Stargirl? What would you hope to learn 
about her? Explain your answer.

VOCABULARY
 
treason
trea•son noun
The crime of betraying one’s country or 
kingdom, typically to weaken or undermine  
its power
After the New York Times broke the story, the 
foreign ambassador was arrested and charged 
with treason.
 
enchanted
en•chan•ted adjective
Possessing magical or captivating properties
Most of the play takes place over the course of 
one magic-filled evening in an enchanted forest.
 
barren
bar•ren adjective
Incapable of growing or harvesting life
Bees need enough honey to survive the barren 
winter.
 

veered
veered verb
Changed course or direction suddenly
The pilot veered off course in order to avoid  
the approaching storm front.

revel
rev•el verb
To enjoy oneself; to take great pleasure in
I’m going to revel in the holiday spirit a little 
longer before taking the decorations down.

snit
snit noun
A state of irritation; an angry mood
The two sisters got into a snit over whose turn  
it was to do the dishes.
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CLOSE READ
 
1. Why is Leo called “Starboy” by his classmates, and what is his reaction to this?  

Use information from the text to support your answer.  

2. Why does Leo finally decide to go to Stargirl’s house, and what does he find so 
unusual about it? Describe the reason for his visit and what happens as a result.

3. What does Leo mean when he says, “And then one day I began to discover that we 
were more alone than I had dreamed”? Why were they so alone? Support your answer 
with information from the text. 

4. According to Archie, what is ‘shunning’? Use evidence from the text in your answer.  
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5. What does Leo realize about Stargirl when they are out on their bike ride? What does 
it reveal about her nature in comparison to Leo’s? Explain. 
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CHAPTERS 21 – 26 : This Group Thing

KEY PASSAGE  |  Chapter 25, paragraphs 46–58

The pressures of popularity have finally proven too much for Leo to ignore. After 
avoiding Stargirl for days, she confronts him, and he reveals to her all of the little 
ways in which she’s compromised his social status. Stargirl is oblivious to most of 
these concerns, but Leo eventually convinces her that she isn’t “connected” enough 
to other people. So begins Leo’s project of “teaching” Stargirl the basics of group 
behavior and conformity. His feedback is harsh, going so far as to tell Stargirl that 
nobody at school actually likes her. Although he steadfastly denies being one of 
these critics, Stargirl isn’t convinced. Two days later, she “disappears.”

YOUR STUDYSYNC® TV
 

Discussion Prompt: Imagine if Stargirl had been written from Stargirl’s point of view instead 
of Leo’s. In what ways would the novel have been different? In what ways would it have 
been the same? Discuss in groups or as a class, sharing imagined scenarios as they would 
have appeared through Stargirl’s eyes.

VOCABULARY
 
morale
mor•ale noun
The enthusiasm or confidence level of an 
individual or group with regard to a particular 
task at hand
Losing the first two games of the World Series  
at home did not help the team’s morale.
 
resented
re•sen•ted verb
Felt bitterness or annoyance about a task  
or circumstance
Even when they were grown up, Joe Roberts still 
resented always having to help his brother out of 
trouble.

extravagance
ex•trav•a•gance noun
Excessiveness of actions or things; lacking  
of moderation or subtlety
The extravagance of the band’s sets and light 
shows was worth the price of a ticket alone.

dumbstruck
dumb•struck adjective
Temporarily unable to speak as a result of 
surprise or astonishment
The crowd was left dumbstruck when the actor 
broke character and walked off the stage in the 
middle of a performance.

gumption
gump•tion noun
Determination or initiative
The student lacked the gumption to speak up 
in class and question the professor about his 
teaching methods.

jag
jag noun
A bout of uncontrolled activity
They had to stop the play until my coughing jag 
finally subsided.
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CLOSE READ
 
1. How does Stargirl learn about the more intimate details of people’s lives? Explain 

her strategies for finding out what’s going on with her neighbors and classmates.    

2. What is Stargirl’s “happy wagon” and what does it suggest about her? Illustrate your 
answer using information from the text.  

3. Describe Leo’s reaction to Stargirl’s “STARGIRL LOVES LEO” banner. 
Citing information from the text, explain why this is important. 

4. How does Leo define being “connected” and its importance? In what way is Stargirl 
not connected? Support your answer with evidence from the text that is either directly 
stated or implied. 
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5. Who is ‘Evelyn Everybody’? Support your answer using information from the text. 

6. What does Stargirl think will happen after she wins the Arizona state oratorical 
contest? Explain. 
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CHAPTERS 27 – EPILOGUE: Star People

KEY PASSAGE  |  Chapter 32, paragraphs 17–34

Leo knows he messed up. His brief fling with one-of-a-kind Stargirl was a gift he 
didn’t deserve, and his vain attempts to control her and tell her how to act were ill-
advised, to say the least. Now she’s gone. Taking stock of his memories of Stargirl, 
Leo sits in Archie’s yard and listens to his wiser friend’s musings. “You’ll be lucky to 
meet another,” Archie tells Leo. He offers vague abstractions about Stargirl, saying 
that she was “a little more primitive than the rest of us” and “in touch with the stuff 
we’re made of.” But Archie also tells Leo, much more directly, that Stargirl liked him 
so much that she was willing to give up herself for him, and that Leo can’t possibly 
understand how lucky he was. Feeling guilty, Leo expects the lesson to continue, 
but in a puff of smoke Archie’s smile returns and his eyes turn kind once again.

YOUR STUDYSYNC® TV
 
Discussion Prompt: Experience is life’s best teacher, as the old expression goes. What 
life lesson or moral do you think Leo Borlock should take away from his experiences with 
Stargirl Caraway? In groups or as a class, discuss the teachable moment(s) for Leo over the 
course of Stargirl’s narrative. Give specific examples. 

VOCABULARY
        
extinct
ex•tinct adjective
No longer in existence
The last of the dinosaurs became extinct roughly 
65 million years ago.
 
mortified
mor•ti•fied adjective
Deeply embarrassed or ashamed
Her parents were mortified after she broke the 
shop window and ran off, so they apologized to 
the owner and promised to pay for the broken 
windows.

infinite
in•fi•nite adjective
Without limitation; immeasurable
The universe might be infinite, but my patience 
isn’t.

promenade
prom•e•nade noun
A public walkway
The two-mile promenade along Venice Beach 
offers plenty of opportunities for cycling, skating   
or sightseeing.
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promenade
prom•e•nade verb
To walk or stroll leisurely in public, often to be 
noticed
You can tune in early to watch the movie stars 
promenade down the red carpet before the 
show begins.

silhouette
sil•hou•ette noun
The outline or general shape of an object
Even before she stepped into the light, he could 
tell who it was by her silhouette.

vamoosed
va•moosed verb
Departed quickly
We vamoosed before the movie ended to avoid 
getting stuck in traffic.

CLOSE READ
 
1. How does Susan fare at the competition in Phoenix? What goes exactly as she’d 

planned? What turns out differently than she’d expected? 

2.  Why do Leo and Stargirl ultimately break up? Describe their last conversation and 
how things are left between them. 

3. What does Leo do on the night of the Ocotillo Ball? What does Stargirl do?
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4. What happens to Stargirl after the night of the Ocotillo Ball? Support your answer with 
information from the text. 

5. Why do you think “More Than Stars” is the title of the last section? Support your 
answer with evidence that is directly stated or implied. 


